Neutral citation with report and paragraph pinpoint¹
Case without neutral citation²
Ibid of that case³
Case in report with separate volume nos⁴
Ibid at page 45⁵
UK Statute section 2⁶
UK Bill⁷ Bills don’t work very well because of missing variables and variable mappings, e.g. for session
Northern Ireland Bill⁸
Statutory Instrument UK⁹
Book¹⁰
Multivolume book with paragraph pinpoint¹¹
Edited Book¹²
Translated Book¹³
Chapter in edited book with page pinpoint¹⁴
Entry in (online) Encyclopedia¹⁵ (there are two options, this is added as a book section, but encyclopedia entry works the same)
Looseleaf with pinpoint¹⁶
Journal article, year as volume¹⁷
Journal article, separate volume and page pinpoint¹⁸ (note that the style does not use the journal abbreviation field – by default Zotero uses automated abbreviations, which create havoc for legal styles)
Journal article online (no page nos. and URL)¹⁹
Working Paper²⁰
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⁶ Shipping and Trading Interests (Protection) Act 1995 s 2.
⁷ Consolidated Fund HC Bill 2008 [5].
⁸ Presumption of Death Act (Northern Ireland) 2009.
¹⁰ Gareth Jones, Goff and Jones: The Law of Restitution (7th edn, Sweet & Maxwell 2009).
Command Paper\(^{21}\) (note that these and similar reports require the book – not the report – item type)
Conference Paper\(^{22}\) (note the Presentation item type - “Conference Paper” is for papers in proceedings)
DPhil Thesis\(^{23}\)
Webpage\(^{24}\)
Newspaper article (online)\(^{25}\)
Interview\(^{26}\) (item type doesn't allow location)
Letter\(^{27}\)
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Case with pinpoint\(^{29}\)
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